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INTRODUCTION TO DOGS

WHAT IS A DOG?
The evolution of the dog from wild predator to
domestic companion has been greatly influenced by
human intervention. It has taken just a few hundred
years to produce seemingly endless variations on the
canine theme—but planned breeding has not removed
the basic characteristics of the dog’s ancestor, the wolf.

Evolution of the dog
All dogs share a common ancestor: the gray wolf. While this
relationship is fairly apparent in breeds such as the German
Shepherd or Spitz-type dogs, with their wolflike heads and
pricked ears, it is hard to see the connection between wolves
and toy Poodles or Saint Bernards. Genetically, however,
any dog of any breed is virtually identical to the wolf.
The transition from wolf to the huge diversity of domestic
dogs known today happened relatively quickly. The process
began gradually, with random changes in size and shape,
but accelerated when humans began to selectively breed
those dogs that exhibited characteristics they desired.

In from the wild
Dogs were the first animals to be domesticated, but exactly
when and where wolves came in from the wild to take their
place at human hearths is still under debate. Archaeological

Dogs are social animals

investigations have helped to narrow down the possibilities.
The earliest findings of human skeletons buried with their
dogs are in the Middle East, suggesting that this is the most
likely region for the beginnings of the dog’s development
from wild wolf to domestic animal, which is thought to
have taken place around 15,000 years ago.
It is probable that wolves crept up to tribal camps,
attracted by food and waste scattered around the
perimeters. At first these opportunist wolves may have
been killed for their skins and meat. Over time humans
started to tame and hand-rear orphaned wolf cubs, which as
social animals took readily to adoption by the human “pack.”
Once their potential was recognized—as hunters and natural
guardians that raised the alarm when intruders approached—
the wolves were put to work by the tribe, and the
domestication of the dog was under way. It is surmised that
in an early form of deliberate selection, human-reared

RELATIONSHIPS OF THE DOG FAMILY
This diagram shows the relationship between the dog and
some of the other canids (members of the dog family), based
on genetic evidence. The dog and the gray wolf are more
closely related to one another than to any other canids.

Foxes

Ethiopian Wolf

Golden Jackel

Coyote

Gray Wolf

Dog
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Even with the use of genetic
analysis, unraveling the history of a
particular breed is not easy. Some
breeds are commonly said to be very
ancient, but genetic evidence
suggests that the majority are, in
fact, modern recreations. With few
exceptions, most breeds known
today were developed no earlier
than the 19th century.

THE SHAPE OF A PREDATOR
The canid family are shaped to be
efficient hunters. This Weimaraner
remains true to his ancestral body plan
and can move with speed and grace.

wolves with particular promise—
perhaps being stronger or easier
to tame than others, or possessing
an exceptional nose for game—were
used for breeding. Many hundreds
of years passed before deliberate
breeding became more sophisticated, selecting for
refinements of coat types and colors, temperament, and
specialized skills, and eventually creating hundreds of
different types of dog in a multitude of shapes and sizes.
The selection processes used by breeders to introduce
desirable traits have altered over the years, and while
certain characteristics fall out of favor others become
embedded in the breed standard. Many new breeds
have been introduced in the last 150 years.

Dog DNA
In the past the history of a dog breed was pieced together
from written records, pictures, and information handed down
from past breeders and owners. Today the analysis of DNA
(the hereditary template found in body cells) has made it
possible to track the inheritance of features such as size and
coat color, and to look at the differences and similarities
between one breed and another. Most importantly, looking
at DNA has made it possible to identify which breeds are
at risk of specific genetic diseases and conditions (see
pp.338–39). Scientists sequenced the first complete dog
genome (the complete set of genetic information possessed
by an organism) in 2005 using the DNA of a Boxer.
PACK MENTALITY
Doing things cooperatively is an inbuilt
canine characteristic. Most domestic dogs
look to humans as their pack leaders.

Dog anatomy
The physical characteristics of a dog are typical of a predator
whose survival relies on efficiency in locating and catching
prey. Humans have done much to adapt canine design, but
the basic anatomy of all breeds of dog is the same.
The skeleton of the dog evolved to provide speed,
strength, and maneuverability. A highly flexible spine and
freely moving forelimbs allow a dog to move with a long,
swinging stride. The most important characteristics of a
dog’s skeleton are seen in the legs. The two large forearm
bones, the radius and the ulna, are locked together in such
a way that a dog can make rapid changes of direction
without the bones rotating and breaking. In a further
adaptation, two of the wrist bones are fused together—unlike
the separate bones seen in humans—to give a dog strength
and stability when moving in a straight line. Combined with
long, powerful toes, with claws like spikes on running shoes,
this limb arrangement gives a dog a high degree of control
whether it is running, jumping, or turning.
Classified as carnivores, dogs are anatomically adapted to
eat primarily meat, although, given the opportunity,
domestic dogs will eat almost anything. A dog’s teeth are
designed to deal with tough foods such as hide, flesh, and
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bone. Four large canine teeth at the front of a dog’s mouth
are used for grabbing and biting prey, while the sides of the
jaw include specially modified teeth, the carnassials, which
the dog uses for shearing off meat. Dogs have a capacious
stomach for the storage of large quantities of food and,
since meat can be digested rapidly, a short intestinal tract.
Dogs have a wide-angled field of vision that functions
best at long distance and they are extremely sensitive to
movement. Out of the corner of an eye, a dog can pick up
the flicker of a rabbit a hundred feet away, but at close
range, canine vision is less efficient, which is why a dog may
fail to spot a toy on the ground in front of his nose. Dogs
have little use for sophisticated color vision and their eyes
have far fewer color-receptive cells than those of humans.
Sharp hearing and the ability to pinpoint the direction of
sounds is essential to wild hunting dogs. Breeds with erect
ears shaped like those of the wolf are likely to have more
acute hearing than breeds with drop ears, which rely more
on sight or scent when hunting. A dog’s highly sensitive
ears allow it to pick up sounds at a far higher frequency
than can be heard by humans. Smell is the most important
of all canine senses. Sniffing is the way a dog reads its

TALL AND SHORT
The extreme diversity of dog breeds
is illustrated by the differences in leg
length between an Irish Wolfhound
and a Wire-haired Dachshund.

surroundings and the area of the
brain that interprets smells is
around 40 times larger than the
corresponding area in a human
brain. Dogs’ noses are packed
with far more scent receptive
cells than humans: while a
person has an estimated 5 million
scent receptors, a small dog may have closer to 130 million.
In breeds renowned for their scenting ability, such as
hounds, the number of scent receptors may be as many
as 200–300 million.
Unlike humans, dogs do not have sweat glands in their
skin, except on the bottoms of their paws. To cool down
dogs must pant, tongue hanging out. The tongue produces
copious saliva, some of which evaporates and so helps
to reduce body temperature.
A DOG’S BODY PLAN
All dogs have the same basic body design,
handed down from their wolf ancestor,
although centuries of selective breeding
have produced dramatic variations.

Occiput
Stop
Cheek
Withers
Shoulder

Hip

Loins

Croup

Muzzle
Flews
Tail

Sternum

Upper thigh
Chest

Belly
Lower thigh

Foreleg
Elbow

Stifle
Hock
Pastern

Wrist

Claws

Carpal pad
Toes
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Head shapes
Canine heads are all variations on three
basic shapes. The majority of dogs
have a mesaticephalic head, in which
length and width are of medium
proportions. A dolichocephalic head is
long and narrow, with a barely
noticeable stop. Brachycephalic heads
are broad based and short in length.

Dolichocephalic head
(Saluki)

Mesaticephalic head
(German Pointer)

Brachycephalic head
(Bulldog)

Ear types
Pricked, sensitive wolflike ears—the
original canine shape—occur in many
breeds of dog, but centuries of planned
selection have created a large variety
of other ear shapes. There are three
main types: erect, semierect, and
drop. Within these categories are many
variations, such as the type of erect ear
known as candle flame. Ear types are
often the defining characteristic of
a dog group; for example, scent hounds
usually have long, pendant ears. Ears
strongly influence a dog’s overall
appearance. The correct set, shape,
and carriage of the ears are considered
very important in recognized breeds,
and are described precisely in official
breed standards.

Erect
(Alaskan Malamute)

Candle flame
(Russian Toy)

Button
(Pug)

Drop
(Broholmer)

Rose
(Greyhound)

Pendant
(Bloodhound)

Hairless
(Chinese Crested)

Short
(Dalmatian)

Curly
(Poodle)

Corded
(Komondor)

Long, straight
(Maltese)

Long, fluffy
(Pekingese)

Coat varieties
The majority of dog breeds have a
double coat like their wolf ancestor.
This usually consists of an insulating
layer of soft, dense hair covered by a
harsher outer coat of varying length
and texture. A few thinner-coated
breeds, such as greyhounds, have just
a single layer of hair (no undercoat). In
some breeds, chance genetic mutation
has produced dogs that are either
completely hairless or have just a few
strands of hair on the head and legs.
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Breeds and breed groups
Although many distinct varieties of dog were recognized
earlier, until the early 20th century their breeding was not
necessarily strictly controlled. When dog breeders started
to cooperate with one another and form clubs they were
able to produce dogs of consistent type. This led to the
writing of breed standards that describe the ideal
appearance (with permissible variations) and temperament
of a breed, and its suitability for function. Dogs were also
registered in stud books to enable their pedigrees to be
reviewed for future breeding.
Despite the detailed dog breed standards that exist, there
are as yet no universally recognized criteria for classifying
dog breeds in groups. The main regulatory bodies are the
Kennel Club (KC) in the UK; the Fédération Cynologique
Internationale (FCI)—the World Canine Organization, which
includes 86 member countries; and the American Kennel
Club (AKC). These all group breeds together based loosely

on function, but no two systems are exactly the same. Both
the UK and American Kennel Clubs recognize seven groups,
while the FCI has ten. The number of individual breeds
recognized by these organizations also varies.
This book places breeds together in eight major groups:
primitive dogs; working dogs; spitz-type dogs; sight hounds;
scent hounds; terriers; gundogs; and companion dogs; plus
a section on crossbreeds and random bred dogs. The
groupings of the so-called primitive dogs, sight hounds, and
the spitz-type dogs in this book have been made on the basis
of well-established genetic relationships. In some cases, this
results in a breed appearing in a different group from the
one that might be expected. The Basenji, for example, is
often grouped functionally with hounds but genetic evidence
places it among the primitive breeds, which is where this
book, and the FCI, place it. For the remainder of the groups,
more traditional, functional groupings are used.

HOW DOGS ARE GROUPED IN THIS BOOK
The dog groupings used in this book
are illustrated below with an example
of a dog that appears in each category.

Primitive dogs
pp.22-31
Basenji

Scent Hounds
pp.136-185
Basset Hound

Working dogs
pp.32-95
Broholmer

Terriers
pp.186-219
Parson Russell Terrier

Sight Hounds
pp.124-135
Greyhound

Spitz-type dogs
pp.96-123
Finnish Spitz

Gundogs
pp.220-259
Bourbonnais Pointing Dog

Companion dogs
pp.260-281
Russian Toy

Crossbreeds
pp.282-291
Labradoodle

W H AT I S A D O G?

Height of dog in relation to human adult
male. The dogs height is measured from
its feet to the highest point of the withers

HOW TO USE THE
BREED CATALOG
Amount of exercise
required: from up to
30 minutes a day
(1 bar) to more than
2 hours a day (3 bars).
Amount of grooming
required: from once
a week (1 bar) to
every day (3 bars).
Ease of training: from
easy (1 bar) to time
consuming (3 bars).
Level of sociability:
from dogs that need
early socialization
(1 bar) to naturally
lively and amenable
dogs (3 bars).

Group to which
dog belongs

WORKING DOGS
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GREAT DANE
GENTLE AND EASY TO MAINTAIN, THIS DOG TAKES UP A LOT OF ROOM
Height range
28–30in (71–76cm)
Weight range
101–119lb (46–54kg)
Life span Under 10 years

AKC

Kennel club
recognized

Elegance and dignity combined with gigantic size make the Great Dane
one of the most impressive of all dogs. Once a hunting dog in Germany,
the easy-going Great Dane is content to be a house dog, provided
there is enough room for it to flop comfortably. As well as space, the
breed needs plenty of exercise.
Long, arched neck
with no loose skin

Origin Germany

Dark
shading
on head
and ears

Other colors

Blue

Short,
harlequin coat

Black

Deep, long,
fawn body

Brindle

Data scale
1 bar
2 bars

Swatches show
permissable color
variations for the breed

3 bars

Information
on coat color

COAT COLORS
Red; red merle; ruby, stag-red; deep red
ginger; sandy-red; red-fawn; red-brown;
chestnut-brown; orange; orange roan

Gold and white (either color may
predominate); white and chestnut; yellow
and white; white with orange, sable, and
white; orange belton; lemon belton

Liver; bronze

Chestnut, red and white; red and white;
red and white spotted

Blue; blue merle (blue-gray); ash

Liver and white; liver belton; brown and
white (either color may predominate); red
roan, roan

Dark brown; bos (brown); chocolate;
dead leaf

Tan and white (either color may
predominate)

Black; nearly black;
dark gray

Black and white (either color may
predominate); piebald; black and white
spotted; sesame; black sesame; black
and silver

Cream; white; white-beige; blonde; yellow

Black and tan; vieräugl; karamis; King
Charles; black grizzle and tan; black
and brown

Black, tan and white; gray, black, and tan;
white, chocolate, and tan; Prince Charles;
(all also known as tricolor)

Gray; ashen-gray; slate-gray; steel-gray;
gray brindle; wolf-gray; silver

Blue, mottled with tan; blue and tan

Brindle; black brindle; dark brindle;
fawn brindle; pepper and salt; range
of red brindles

Gold; russet gold; apricot; biscuit;
wheaten; sandy; mustard, straw; straw
bracken, Isabella; all shades of fawn;
yellow-red; sable

Liver and tan

Variety of colors or any color

Some dog breeds have just one coat color
or only one color combination, but many
have two or three color variations,
or more. Where applicable, the breed
descriptions in this book include color
swatches that match as closely as possible
the coat colors recognized in a breed. These
are in addition to the colors that can be seen
in the photographs of the dog.
A swatch may represent a range of colors.
The swatches listed in the key below are as
specified in various breed standards but
different names may be given for the same
color: for example, while red is used to
describe a red coat for many breeds, ruby is
used for King Charles Spaniels and Cavalier
King Charles Spaniels. A final generic swatch
is used to represent a variety of colors.
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT DOG

A puppy can grow into a big dog,
so know what you are buying

The dog you choose will probably be your companion for
the next ten or twelve years, so making the right decision is
important. Being faced with more than 400 different breeds
with a variety of exercise, training, and grooming needs can
be bewildering. This section provides advice and flowcharts
to help you narrow down your choice.

The perfect match
You may be attracted to a particular breed because of its
looks, or have fallen in love with a beguiling puppy, but
before going any further consider carefully whether you
and the dog are a good match. To avoid difficulties and
disappointments later on, take a look at your lifestyle and
ask yourself the following questions.
What type of home do you live in, and are you a town
or country dweller? A small apartment is obviously no place
for a very large breed if both owner and dog are to cohabit
comfortably. Remember, though, that a small dog with
exceptionally high energy levels can also seem to take up
a lot of room. Whether or not you have a yard, you will need
access to open spaces where your dog can safely let off
steam and meet other dogs. How house proud are you? Can
you tolerate loose hairs, slobber, and muddy pawprints?
Keeping the place tidy can be harder with a dog around.
Can you give a dog the exercise he needs to stay physically
and mentally fit? Some owners want an undemanding
companion who is content with a short daily walk followed
by a long snooze. If you enjoy an active lifestyle yourself you
may want a lively running mate to help set the pace for
jogging or on long hikes. Large dogs do not necessarily need

more exercise than small ones. Some of the bigger breeds
have a very laid-back attitude to life, while many small dogs,
such as terriers, have boundless energy.
How much effort are you willing to put into grooming your
dog? Long-coated breeds look beautiful but they are high
maintenance and may need daily brushing and detangling.
You should also consider the likely cost of professional
grooming: some dogs have coats that are easy to care for in
day-to-day terms but may need regular trimming.
Is your dog to be part of a family that includes children
or other pets? Be wary of picking a breed that is large or
exuberant enough to knock over a small child or an older
person, or a dog with a natural chasing instinct that might
put a beloved cat or guinea pig at risk.
Do you have enough room in your life for a dog? Exercise
will take up time every day, but what dogs need as much
as walks is company; any dog left alone for too long is likely
to become bored, morose, and destructive. If you work away
from the house all week, then unless you can make adequate
care arrangements, a dog may not be a suitable pet for you.
Owning a dog is a long-term commitment in financial and
practical terms. Make it a joy by choosing the breed that is
as near as possible the perfect one for you.

HOW TO USE THE FLOWCHARTS
The following flowcharts will
help you to choose a dog. They
are based on three criteria:
exercise, grooming, and training.
Decide if you want a dog with
high, medium, or low exercise
requirements, and follow the
paths to find suggestions for
suitable breeds. Also look at the
breed catalog data to find
further dogs not listed here.

H0W MUCH EXERCISE?

H0W MUCH GROOMING?

H0W MUCH TRAINING?

HIGH More than 2 hours per day

HIGH Every day

HIGH Not so easy to train—time
consuming

MEDIUM 1–2 hours per day

MEDIUM More than once a week

MEDIUM Quite easy to train—needs
patience

LOW Up to 30 minutes per day

LOW Once a week

LOW Easy to train

CHOOSING THE RIGHT DOG

HIGH EXERCISE DOGS
GROOMING

TRAINING

Low levels of
grooming

Easy to train

Suitable choices
Finnish Hound
Harrier
English Pointer
Bracco Italiano

Vizsla
Weimaraner
Labrador Retriever
Chesapeake Bay Retriever

Quite easy to
train

Suitable choices
Boxer
Saluki
Beagle
Black and Tan Coonhound

Billy
Beagle Harrier
German Pinscher
Dalmatian

Not so easy
to train

Suitable choices
Sloughi
Azawakh
Poitevin
Grand Bleu de Gascogne

Easy to train

Suitable choices
German Shepherd Dog
Dutch Shepherd Dog
New Zealand Huntaway
Border Collie

Briquet Griffon Vendéen
Golden Retriever
Flat-coated Retriever
Labradoodle

Quite easy to
train

Suitable choices
Laekenois
Smooth Collie
Alaskan Klee Kai
Deerhound

English Cocker Spaniel
Irish Setter
Irish Red and White Setter
German Spaniel

Not so easy
to train

Suitable choices
Czechoslovakian Wolfdog
Anatolian Shepherd Dog
Canadian Eskimo Dog
Greenland Dog

Easy to train

Suitable choices
Giant Schnauzer
Shetland Sheepdog
Polish Lowland Sheepdog

Quite easy to
train

Suitable choices
Tervueren
Briard
Old English Sheepdog
Dutch Schapendoes

Not so easy
to train

Suitable choices
Maremma Sheepdog
Afghan Hound

Medium levels
of grooming

High levels of
grooming

Istrian Smooth-Coated
Hound
Patterdale Terrier

Polish Greyhound
Styrian Coarse-haired
Mountain Hound

Alaskan Malamute
Grand Basset Griffon
Vendéen
Russian Black Terrier
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MEDIUM EXERCISE DOGS
GROOMING

TRAINING

Low levels of
grooming

Easy to train

Medium levels
of grooming

High levels of
grooming

Suitable choices
Swedish Vallhund
Alapaha Blue Blood
Bulldog
Greyhound

Blue Gascony Griffon
Rat Terrier
Drentsche Partridge Dog
Australian Terrier

Quite easy to
train

Suitable choices
Basenji
Canaan Dog
Pembroke Welsh Corgi
Bulldog

Nordic Spitz
Whippet
Drever
Bull Terrier

Not so easy
to train

Suitable choices
Boerboel
Spanish Mastiff
Neapolitan Mastiff
Tosa

Easy to train

Suitable choices
Bernese Mountain Dog
Keeshond
West Highland
White Terrier

Small Munsterlander
Picardy Spaniel
English Setter
Tibetan Spaniel

Quite easy to
train

Suitable choices
Pyrenean Mountain Dog
Finnish Spitz
Italian Greyhound
Dachshund (long-haired)

Norfolk Terrier
Airedale Terrier
Cavalier King
Charles Spaniel

Not so easy
to train

Suitable choices
Aïdi
Kuvasz
Borzoi
Cesky Terrier

Easy to train

Suitable choices
Rough Collie
Puli
Newfoundland
Miniature Schnauzer

Quite easy to
train

Suitable choices
Bouvier des Flandres
Bearded Collie
Saint Bernard
Chow Chow

Not so easy
to train

Suitable choices
Komondor
Bergamasco
Tibetan Mastiff
Sealyham Terrier

Dogo Canario
Basset Hound
Griffon Nivernais

Wire Fox Terrier
Lakeland Terrier

Portuguese Water Dog
Standard Poodle
Shih Tzu

Eurasier
American Eskimo Dog
Scottish Terrier
Tibetan Terrier

CHOOSING THE RIGHT DOG

LOW EXERCISE DOGS
GROOMING

TRAINING

Low levels of
grooming

Easy to train

Suitable choices
Miniature Pinscher
Boston Terrier
Pug

Quite easy to
train

Suitable choices
Pomeranian
English Toy Terrier
Toy Fox Terrier
Chinese Crested

Not so easy
to train

Suitable choices
None

Easy to train

Suitable choices
Australian Silky Terrier
Löwchen
King Charles
Spaniel

Quite easy to
train

Suitable choices
Italian Volpino
Skye Terrier
Dandie Dinmont Terrier
Japanese Chin

Not so easy
to train

Suitable choices
Basset Artesien
Normand

Easy to train

Suitable choices
Papillon
Bichon Frise
Coton de Tuléar
Bolognese

Quite easy to
train

Suitable choices
Yorkshire Terrier (long,
show coat)
Affenpinscher
Lhasa Apso

Not so easy
to train

Suitable choices
Pekingese

Medium levels
of grooming

High levels of
grooming

French Bulldog

Chihuahua
Russian Toy

Brussels Griffon

Maltese
Kyi Leo

Havanese
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Finding a breeder
If you decide to buy a pedigree dog, you need to find
a reputable breeder. A recommendation from your vet
or a friend is ideal, and some kennel clubs provide lists
of breeders; otherwise, the best way to choose a breeder
is to visit several armed with a list of questions (see box
opposite for the most important ones to ask).
Good breeders will be happy to give you plenty of time
to observe the litter. It is particularly important to see
puppies with their litter mates and their mother. Young
puppies should never be kept in isolation, and if this is
the case at any kennels you visit, then do not consider
buying from them. The sire may not be at the same
breeders, but if he is, ask if you can see him too. The
appearance, behavior, and temperament of the adult
dogs will enable you to make a judgement on the likely
future development of your puppy.
Watch how the puppies interact with each other and with
people. Some puppies are boisterous and outgoing from the
start, showing no reservations about approaching strangers,
while others hang back from rough play and are nervous
or shy. A confident puppy is usually a good choice, but a
quieter dog may appeal to you more. However, check that
a seemingly subdued puppy does not have health problems
and is failing to thrive.
Expect breeders to ask you some questions too. They
will want to know what sort of home and lifestyle you are
offering, whether you are an experienced or a first-time

PICK OF THE LITTER
Even very young puppies have distinct personalities. Whether you
favor a shy one or the boss of the litter, make sure that he has bright
eyes, a clean coat, and appears used to a home environment.

owner, and if you are fully aware of the time and cost that
keeping a dog entails. Do some homework before you pay
your visit, and be honest with your answers.
A breeder should be able to supply vet’s references and
provide other credentials such as membership of a breed
association. Also find out if your chosen breeder offers
“after-sales” service, such as advice on feeding or health.
Once you have come to an agreement, expect to collect your
new puppy when he is about eight weeks of age.

Puppy farms
Never buy a dog from one of the many so-called “puppy
farms.” Such establishments are usually little more than
canine battery farms, where dogs are kept in inhumane
conditions, bred to exhaustion, and given little or nothing in
the way of health care. Avoid buying from pet shops too, as
the puppies they sell do not usually have a history and may
come from puppy farms. Also beware of advertisements
offering a selection of different breeds, because these are
often placed by dealers who trade in farmed puppies.

Buying a rescue dog

FAMILY GROUP
Never consider buying a puppy unless you can see the litter
with their mother. No reputable breeder will keep young
puppies in separate accommodation.

Unless you are set on buying a young puppy from
a recognized breeder, you may find just what you want at
a dog rescue center. These centers occasionally have litters
of puppies but in most cases their dogs are either fully
mature or at least a few months old. Many rescue dogs are
of mixed breeding, although some purebreds do turn up.
If you prefer a pedigree dog, you could also try one of the
numerous rescue organizations that specialize in rehousing
particular breeds, such as greyhounds.
Not all rescue dogs come from a background of neglect or
cruelty. Some need rehousing because of an owner’s death
or change in family circumstances. However, many have an
unknown or traumatic history, and may display behaviorial

CHOOSING THE RIGHT DOG

problems and anxieties that can be difficult to overcome.
Think carefully before being tempted to take on such a dog
in the hope of rehabilitating him, because you could end up
with more than you bargained for. A good, loving home goes
a long way, but traumatized dogs need experienced handling,
an above-average amount of patience, and possibly
professional retraining. Most rescue centers will offer
you back-up advice and support.
When buying a dog from a rescue home, use the same
approach as you would if buying from a breeder. Observe
the dogs closely and ask, and expect to be asked, questions.
Rescue homes screen prospective owners very carefully
and will probably want to visit your home.
MAKING A GOOD MATCH
Adopting a rescue dog is a two-way process. While you are deciding
which dog you want, a good rescue center will assess your suitability
as an owner. It will want to know as much as possible about you, your
home, and your family.

10 IMPORTANT QUESTIONS TO ASK A BREEDER
• Will the puppy have received his first vaccinations and been
wormed before I collect him?
• Are your dogs screened for inherited diseases, and may I take
a look at the screening certificates?
• Can you provide a written guarantee of the puppy’s health?
• Will you provide a written contract of sale and does it specify
what I should do if I can no longer care for my puppy?
• Can you provide references from, for example, a vet or
previous customers?
• Have you registered the puppy with a kennel club?
• Can you provide a printed pedigree for the puppy?
• What do you consider the most important characteristics
of this breed?
• How long have you been working with this breed?
• Have your puppies been well socialized in your home as well
as in the outside environment?
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AFRICAN HUNTER
Elegant and immaculate, the
Basenji makes the most civilized
of pets, but this African breed
worked as a hunting dog for
thousands of years.
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